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In The Box 

Sales Package Handset 
 

General 

Brand Panasonic 

Type Corded 

Model Name KX-TSC62SX 

Color Black 
 

Display Features 

Display Yes 

Display Type LCD 

Other Display 

Features 2 Line Display 
 

Audio Features 

Speaker Phone Yes 
 

Keypad Features 

Keypad alphanumerical 
 

Memory Features 

Redial Memory 5 redial 

Other Memory 

Features 30 caller id memory 

Phonebook Entries 30 entries 
 

Call Features 

Speed Dialing Yes 

Call Transfer No 

Conference Call No 
 

Basic Unit Dimensions 

Weight 499 gm 

Height 55 mm 

Width 220 mm 

Depth 186 mm 
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 Description 
 

 

 If it is a dependable landline phone you are looking for, this Panasonic Kx-Tsc62Sx Corded 

Landline Phone would be a great choice. Laden with features that add an edge to its 

functionality and utility, this landline phone supports the subjective and objective needs of 

modern day telecommunication. Given the present relationship of mankind with communication, 

it can be easily said that a decent telephone at disposal is a basic necessity to function in society. 

Be it for the workplace or home, this phone compliments such an important need. The phone is 

also provided with a 1 year Panasonic India warranty. 

 

Corded phone 

  

Equipped with a corded make, this Panasonic Kx-Tsc62Sx Corded Landline Phone is highly 

functional. The curl cord is long and provides enough room for mobility and movement while on 

the call. The cord allows clear and uninterrupted transfer of voice without any interference or 

distortion. 

  

Keypad and display 

  

This Panasonic phone is equipped with an alphanumeric keypad. The keys on the keypad are 

extremely soft and easy to use. The response rate of the keys is high so you will not find it 

difficult to key in the phone number while dialling. There are also other keys which either have a 

designated function like redial or help in navigation. The dial lock features helps you lock the 

keypad. It also has a 16 digit monochrome backlight display. 

  

Memory 

  

This phone is capable of storing 30 numbers on call log and 5 numbers on redial. 
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Caller identification and handsfree feature 

  

This phone is caller ID compatible. It is also equipped with a speaker with the use of which you 

can use the phone on handsfree mode and speak on loudspeaker. 

  

Design and colour 

  

This phone has modern look and is sleek. The make is ergonomic which promotes better 

handling. This particular model is black in colour and will suit various kinds of decor themes. It 

also wall mountable too. 

 


